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33. PIETERSE JE, HARMS TM. CFD investigation of the atmospheric boundary layer under different thermal stability conditions. *Journal of Wind Engineering and Industrial Aerodynamics* 2013; **121**: 82-97.
39. VAN ZYL JM, HARMS TM. A model for estimating the medium properties of Avicel to ethanol conversion. *Bioprocess and Biosystems Engineering* 2013; **36**: 1311-1318.
41. WILKE DN, KOK S, NYMAN JA, GROENWOLD AA. Gradient-only approaches to avoid spurious local minima in unconstrained optimization. *Optimization and Engineering* 2013; **14**: 275-304.

**Proceedings international**

1. BECKER KW, SCHEFFER C, BLANCKENBERG MM, DIACON AH. *Analysis of adventitious lung sounds originating from pulmonary tuberculosis*. 35th Annual International conference of the IEEE EMBS, Osaka, Japan, IOP Publisher 2013: 4334-4337.
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7. MULLER H, LORENZEN L, BERNARD L. Challenges of Developing Low-Grade Deposits in New World Countries from a Mining Consultant's Perspective. World Gold Conference, Brisbane, Australia, Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy 2013: 307-313.


Proceedings national
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Chapters in books
FACULTY OF LAW

MERCANTILE LAW

Journal articles


Books


**Chapters in books**
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concepts of Public International Law Momism & Dualism, Faculty of Law University of Belgrade, Serbia, 2013: 955-23.


**PRIVATE LAW**

**Journal articles**
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PUBLIC LAW

Journal articles


5. BRITS R. Sale in execution of property at unreasonable low price indicates abuse of porcess: Nxazonke v ABSA Bank Ltd [2012] ZAWCHC 184 (4 October


**Proceedings national**


**Chapters in books**


Journal articles


ANATOMY AND HISTOLOGY

Journal articles


Proceedings international

1. GELDENHUYS E, BURGER EH, GREYLING LM, KOTZE SH. Mean Cardiac Valve Circumferences in a Cadaver Population at the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, Stellenbosch University. (Rev Arg de Anat Clin) 5th International Symposium of Clinical and Applied Anatomy (ISCAA), Graz, Austria, 2013: 97-151.


ANESTHESIOLOGY AND CRITICAL CARE

Journal articles


2. HANEKOM SD, LOUW QA, COETZEE AR. The way in which a physiotherapy service is structured can improve patient outcome from a surgical intensive care: a controlled clinical trial. *Critical Care* 2012; 16(6): R230.


Proceedings international
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2. RETIEF F. Outpatient regional anaesthesia. 3rd World Congress of Regional Anaesthesia & Pain Therapy, Darling Harbour, Sydney, Australia, 2013: 177.
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CARDIOTHORACIC SURGERY

Journal articles

CHEMICAL PATHOLOGY

Journal articles
10. MATSHA TE, HASSAN S, HON GM, SOITA DJ, KENGNE A, ERASMUS RT. Derivation and validation of a waist circumference optimal cut off for
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2. ANDERSSON MI, MAPONGA T, IJAZ S, BARNES JM, THERON GB, MEREDITH SA, PREISER W, TEDDER RS. The epidemiology of hepatitis B virus infection in HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected pregnant women in the Western Cape, South Africa. *Vaccine* 2013; **31**: 5579-5584.
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---
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MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY
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7. MAKGOTLHO E, MARINCOLA G, SCHAER D, LIU Q, BAE T, GEIGER T, WASSERMAN E, WOLZ C, ZIEBUHR W, SINHA B. SDS Interferes with SaeS


### MEDICAL PHYSIOLOGY
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1. BECKER KW, SCHEFFER C, BLANCKENBERG MM, DIA CON AH. Analysis of adventitious lung sounds originating from pulmonary tuberculosis. 35th Annual International conference of the IEEE EMBS, Osaka, Japan, IOP Publisher 2013: 4334-4337.
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MEDICAL VIROLOGY

Journal articles
1. ANDERSSON MI, MAPONGA T, IJAZ S, BARNES JM, THERON GB, MEREDITH SA, PREISER W, TEDDER RS. The epidemiology of hepatitis B virus infection in HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected pregnant women in the Western Cape, South Africa. Vaccine 2013; 31: 5579-5584.
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**MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND HUMAN GENETICS**
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3. AYEPOLA OR, CHEGOU N, BROOKS NL, OGUNTIBEJU OO. Kolaviron, a Garcinia biflavonoid complex ameliorates hyperglycemia-mediated hepatic
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**NEUROSURGERY**
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**NUCLEAR MEDICINE**
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2. KAMMIES C, RUBOW SM. Can Sestamibi kits be prepared with more than the recommended Tc-99m activity? A validation study. Annual Congress of the European Association of Nuclear Medicine, Lyon, France, 2013: 462.
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NURSING SCIENCE
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OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY
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2. ANDERSSON MI, MAPONGA T, IJAZ S, BARNES JM, THERON GB, MEREDITH SA, PREISER W, TEDDER RS. The epidemiology of hepatitis B virus infection in HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected pregnant women in the Western Cape, South Africa. Vaccine 2013; 31: 5579-5584.
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OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
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OPHTHALMOLOGY
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**ORTHEPEDICS**
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**OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY**
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**PAEDIATRIC SURGERY**

**Journal articles**


**PEDIATRICS AND CHILD HEALTH**
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44. LUCAS S, ANDRONIKOU S, GOUSSARD PL, GIE RP. Tuberculous lymphadenopathy is not only obstructive but also inflammatory - it can erode anything it touches. Reply to Marchiori et al. *Pediatric Radiology* 2013; 43: 254-255.


47. MANDALAKAS AM, VAN WYK SS, KIRCHNER HL, WALZL G, COTTON MF, RABIE H, KRIEL B, GIE RP, SCHAAF HS, HESSELING AC. Detecting Tuberculosis Infection in HIV-infected children: A study of diagnostic accuracy,


88. VISSER DH, SCHOEMAN JF, VAN FURTH AM. Seasonal variation in the incidence rate of tuberculous meningitis is associated with sunshine hours. *Epidemiology and Infection* 2013; 141: 459-462.

89. WALTERS E, REICHEMUTH K, DRAMOWSKI A, MARAIS BJ, COTTON MF, RABIE H. Antiretroviral regimens containing a single protease inhibitor
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**PHARMACOLOGY**
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**PHYSIOTHERAPY**
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6. HANEKOM SD, LOUW QA, COETZEE AR. The way in which a physiotherapy service is structured can improve patient outcome from a surgical intensive care: a controlled clinical trial. Critical Care 2012; 16(6): R230.
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PSYCHIATRY
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and behavioural deficits in rats, and is reversed by clozapine or N-acetyl cysteine. *Brain Behavior and Immunity* 2013; **30**: 156-167.
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21. SCHUMANN C. Prevalence and clinical correlates of police contact prior to a first diagnosis of schizophrenia. Annual Academic Day, Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, Tygerberg, South Africa, 2013: 210-211.
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RADIATION ONCOLOGY
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1. VAWDA Z, PITCHER R, GROENEWALD WA, AKUDUGU JM, DU PLESSIS AM. A comparison of the radiation dose for paediatric CT head scans from two multiple-detector-row CT (MDCT) scanners at Tygerberg Hospital (TBH). 57th Academic Year Day, Faculty Medicine Health Sciences, Tygerberg, South Africa, 2013: 188.

**RADIOLOGY**

**Journal articles**


**Proceedings international**
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5. BEZUIDENHOUT AF. The Kimberley Hospital Rule (KHR) for urgent computed tomography of the brain in a resource-limited environment. SORSA - RSSA 2013 Imaging Congress, Durban, South Africa, 2013: 16.


17. PITCHER R. Radiological progression of nodular infiltrates in HIV-infected South African Children. 8th World Congress of the World Society for Pediatric Infectious Diseases (WSPID 2013 Congress), Cape Town, South Africa, 2013: 432.


20. VAN SCHOUWENBRUG F, PITCHER R. The appropriateness of elective MRI imaging in a Tertiary South African Teaching Hospital. Abstract 175. 57th
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23. VAWDA Z, PITCHER R, GROENEWALD WA, DU PLESSIS AM. A comparison of the radiation dose for paediatric CT head scans from two multiple-detector-CT (MDCT) scanners at Tygerberg Hospital (TBH). 57th Annual Academic Day, Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, Tygerberg, South Africa, 2013: 188.

SPEECH-LANGUAGE AND HEARING THERAPY
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SURGERY
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1. BOHM LEJF, SERAFIN AM, AKUDUGU JM, FERNANDEZ P, VAN DER MERWE A, AZIZ NA. uPA/PAI-1 ratios distinguish benign prostatic


5. HEYNS CF, WESSELS GS. Prospective evaluation of a new visual prostate symptom score, the international prostate symptom score and uroflowmetry before and after treatment in men with urethral stricture disease. *Journal of Urology* 2013; **189**(4 (Supplement)): e2.


**Proceedings international**

1. ELS M, HEYNS C. Prospective comparison of a new visual prostate symptom score (VPSS) versus the international prostate symptom score (IPSS) in men with lower urinary tract symptoms scheduled to undergo prostate biopsy. 33rd Congress of the Société Internationale d’Urologie (SIU), Vancouver, Canada, 2013: 121.
2. HEYNS C, STEENKAMP B, CHISWO J, STELLMACHER G, FÖRTSCH H. Comparison between the international prostate symptom score (IPSS), a new visual prostate symptom score (VPSS) and uroflowmetry parameters in men who are illiterate or have limited school education. 33rd Congress of the Société Internationale d’Urologie (SIU), Vancouver, Canada, 2013: 118.
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1. ELS M, HEYNS CF. Evaluation of patient expectations with regard to discomfort or pain before and after transrectal ultrasound guided prostate biopsy. 57th Annual Academic Day, Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, Tygerberg, Cape Town, South Africa, 2013: 52.
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**Books**


**CENTRE FOR MEDICAL ETHICS & LAW**
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**CENTRE FOR REHABILITATION STUDIES**
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7. MANNAN H, EL TAYEB S, MACLACHLAN M, AMIN M, MCVEIGH J, MUNTHALI A, VAN ROOY G. Core concepts of human rights and inclusion of


**Proceedings national**


**Chapters in books**

ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING (MIL.)


Proceedings international

1. ROOS M. Are the current audit committee reports doing justice to the roles and responsibilities of audit committees in the public sector? The 3rd African Accounting & Finance Association Conference, Munyonyo Commonwealth Resort, Kampala, Uganda, 2013: 52.

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY (EDUTECH)
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Journal articles

Books
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MILITARY MANAGEMENT
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Proceedings international
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**Proceedings national**
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Journal articles


5. WILMS JM, SMIT GJF, DIEDERICKS GPJ. An analytical model to describe the motion of a low concentration of spherical particles within a Newtonian fluid. *Chemical Engineering Science* 2013; 102: 76-86.
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1. VON DER HEYDEN S. Linking sea level change, habitat availability and population genetics of marine species in southern Africa. Workshop on the Biogeography and Phylogeography of Atlantic Fish, Instituto Superior de Psicologia Aplicada, Lisbon, Portugal, 2011: 14.
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CHEMISTRY & POLYMER SCIENCE
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46. KRIEL H, SANDERSON RD, SMIT AE. Single polymer composite yarns and films prepared from heat bondable poly(lactic acid) core-shell fibres with submicron fibre diameters. *Fibres & Textiles in Eastern Europe* 2013; 21(4 (100)): 44-47.
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